ABSTRACT Deep neural networks have been applied to learn transferable features for adapting text classification models from a source domain to a target domain. Conventional domain adaptation used to adapt models from an individual specific domain with sufficient labeled data to another individual specific target domain without any (or with little) labeled data. However, in this paradigm, we lose sight of correlation among different domains where common knowledge could be shared to improve the performance of both the source domain and the target domain. Multi-domain learning proposes learning the sharable features from multiple source domains and the target domain. However, previous work mainly focuses on improving the performance of the target domain and lacks the effective mechanism to ensure that the shared feature space is not contaminated by domain-specific features. In this paper, we use an adversarial training strategy and orthogonality constraints to guarantee that the private and shared features do not collide with each other, which can improve the performances of both the source domains and the target domain. The experimental results, on a standard sentiment domain adaptation dataset and a consumption intention identification dataset labeled by us, show that our approach dramatically outperforms state-of-the-art baselines, and it is general enough to be applied to more scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
Numerous natural language processing (NLP) tasks are domain-dependent, such as sentiment analysis [1] , [2] and consumption intention mining [3] , [4] . For such practical tasks, the performance of supervised learning models with insufficient training data cannot be satisfactory for applications, while manually annotating sufficient training data for all application domains is an almost impossible mission. Hence, a fruitful line of prior work explores transfer learning technology to reduce human labeling efforts, by leveraging sufficient annotated data from the relevant source domain to the unlabeled (or little labeled) target domain. The goal of domain adaptation is to transfer invariant structures or features from the source domain to the target domain, such that the distribution discrepancy of different domains can be alleviated. Conventional domain adaptation methods explore an explicit pair of the source and target domain that the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Bora Onat. knowledge can only be transferred from the source domain to the target domain. There are two limitations within this paradigm. On the one hand, it is natural that learning from multiple source domains can absorb more knowledge compared with only learning from a single domain. On the other hand, the knowledge transferring between the source domain and the target domain can be two-way Source ↔ Target. Conventional methods neglect the knowledge transferring from the target domain to the source domain. Hence, they cannot improve the performances of the source domains in this paradigm.
To leverage the common knowledge across domains, a fruitful line of prior work proposed multi-domain learning (MDL) [5] , which shares the properties of both domain adaptation and multi-task learning (MTL). Specifically, multi-domain learning refers to a learning approach in which the training data are collected from multiple domains and the domain information is incorporated in the learning procedure [6] . In this paradigm, we can not only share common knowledge across multiple source domains and the target domain but also reduce the amount of data requirement for each source domain. Hence, the performances of all domains can be effectively boosted.
Most previous work [7] , [8] on MDL explores how to divide the features of different domains into private and shared spaces, based on the criteria of whether parameters of some components can be shared. The main challenge for MDL is how to find the sharable features that are not be contaminated by domain-specific information. In conventional MDL framework, the shared feature space can contain domain-private features and the domain-private feature space may be mixed with sharable features [9] , [10] . For example, the following two sentences are from two consumption intention identification domains: Kids and Computer, respectively, ''I like the apple puree as my baby's supplement foods.'' and ''Want to buy an Apple laptop.'' The word ''apple'' means the fruit in the Kids domain while it indicates the brand name in the Computer domain. The general private-share MDL model can put the domain-specific word ''apple'' into a shared space, which may potentially hurt the performances of other domains.
To solve this problem, we propose an adversarial multi-domain learning framework, in which by finding a shared feature space that is orthogonal to the domain-private feature space based on the adversarial training strategy, our framework is capable of separating the information that is unique to each domain, and ensures the shared feature space only contains the domain-invariant information while the domain-private feature space is not mixed with unnecessary features. The shared feature space can benefit all domains. Even with not very sufficient source domain annotated data, we can also improve the performances of all source and target domains.
The major contributions of the work presented in this paper can be summarized as follows.
• We propose an adversarial-powered multi-domain learning framework for the task of domain adaptive text classification, which can leverage more domain knowledge in the training stage and effectively reduce the need for the training data of each source domain.
• We explicitly split domain private and shared feature space, and explore adversarial training strategy and orthogonality constraints to ensure the shared feature space would not be contaminated by domain-private features.
• We annotated a large number of consumption intention domain adaptation data, which is publicly released 1 . We believe that this dataset can promote the development of consumption intention mining research. Comprehensive experiments show that our approach can achieve better performance compared with state-of-the-art multi-domain learning and single-domain adaptation baselines evaluated on two standard NLP tasks: sentiment classification and consumption intention identification. We believe 1 https://github.com/bibocai/DACI that the generalization ability of the proposed framework is strong enough to be applied to more scenarios.
II. RELATED WORK
In this Section, we discuss closely related work to the study presented in this paper. We conduct a literature survey in the area of deep learning based transfer learning and divide our related work into following two categories.
A. TRANSFER LEARNING WITH DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS
The main challenge of transfer learning is how to reduce the discrepancy in data distributions across domains. Previous work learns a shallow representation model by which domain discrepancy is minimized, which cannot well capture underlying shared factors of variations [11] . Deep neural networks can learn abstract representations that disentangle semantic information behind text data and extract transferable factors underlying different scenarios [12] , [13] . Nevertheless, deep neural networks can only reduce, but not remove, the cross-domain discrepancy [14] . A fruitful line of prior work on deep domain adaptation explores effective domain discrepancy measurement and matching methods to boost the transfer performance [3] . However, deep features eventually transit from general to specific along the network, and feature transferability drops dramatically in higher layers with increasing domain discrepancy. Hence, [15] and [16] employed Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) to enhance the feature transferability of high layers in deep neural networks, and learn the domain-invariant information. This line of work can be viewed as implicitly learning domain-shared feature space. This paper proposes to alleviate the domain discrepancy based on explicitly learning a shared feature space across different domains. Adversarial training is used to ensure features in the shared space cannot be discriminated their original domains. Moreover, conventional domain adaptation framework can only learn knowledge from one source domain to one target domain. However, in our multi-domain domain adaptation framework, the transfer of knowledge is two-way and multi-sourced. This paper is also related to disentangled representation learning, which uses neural networks for disentangling features [17] - [22] . When labeling is possible and available, supervised learning model can be used to solve this task. Hence, disentangled representation learning is mainly used in the task of image synthesis. In our study, we can hardly annotate such dataset. For example, we cannot quantificationally indicate which part of features are domain-shared and which part of features are domain-private.
B. MULTI-DOMAIN LEARNING
Multi-domain learning refers to a domain adaptation method in which the training data are originated from multiple domains and the domain information is incorporated in the learning procedure [5] , [6] , [23] , [24] . Conventional domain adaptation paradigm transfers knowledge from one source domain to one target domain. In contrast, multi-domain learning encourages involving more source domains information FIGURE 1. The architecture of MDANet. A shared-encoder E c (x; θ c ) learns to capture representation components for a given input sample that are shared among domains. A private encoder E p (x; θ p ) learns to capture domain-specific information of the representation. The private and shared representations are separated by orthogonality constraints L diff . We use L adv to learn a shared feature space which an algorithm cannot learn to discriminate the original domain of the input observation.
and knowledge sharing in both directions. The main difference between MDL and MTL is that MDL builds adaptive models for the same problem across multiple domains, while MTL addresses different problems. Furthermore, we have no (or little) labeled data for the target domain in MDL, however, we should have sufficient (or near sufficient) labeled data for all tasks in MTL. Previous MDL methods make efforts to split domain-private features and domain-shared features [7] , [8] , [25] based on sharing parameters. To solve this problem, [10] followed [9] and proposed adversarial multi-task learning framework for text classification. Motivated by [9] and [26] , our approach attempts to find an unmixed sharable feature space based on the adversarial training strategy and orthogonality constraints for multi-domain adaptation. Our work differs from [9] and [26] by proposing multi-domain adversarial neural networks, which can not only improve the performance of the target domain by transferring knowledge from multiple source domains but also boost the performances of all source domains. Our work differs from [10] by using adversarial training strategy on the task of domain adaptation other than multi-task learning, where we have a target domain without any (or with very little) labeled data.
III. MULTI-DOMAIN ADVERSARIAL NEURAL NETWORKS
In this paper, we focus on the text classification problem and propose a multi-domain adversarial network (MDANet) to solve it. In multi-domain learning setting, sufficient annotated data are available in source domains (we use two source domains in this paper, and it is easy to expend into more source domains) D s 1 = {(x i are the corresponding labels, respectively, to indicate which label the input belongs to. While only unlabeled data are available in the target domain
Our task is to learn a shared feature space across all domains (including two source domains and one target domain) and a domain-private feature space for each source domain based on a deep adversarial-training neural network framework. This framework can bridge cross-domain discrepancy of all domains and predict the labels y t j in the target domain, meanwhile, it can also effectively improve the classification performances of two source domains.
As shown in Figure 1 , MDANet exploits both private and shared feature spaces of the domain representations. The two private feature spaces of the representation are specific to each source domain and the shared feature space of the representation is shared by all domains. We design different loss objectives to achieve this goal. A difference loss L diff is used to induce a model that better splits private and shared representations. An adversarial loss L adv makes the algorithm that cannot identify the features' original domains in the shared space, so that leaves us a more pure shared feature space. A source domain loss L src is used to predict the classification label of source domains based on private and shared feature spaces. A target domain loss L tar is used to predict the classification label of the target domain only based on shared feature spaces. Note that the labeled source domain data is used for training the private-encoder and shared-encoder, and the unlabeled target domain data is only used for training the shared-encoder. Hence, we cannot obtain the private feature space for the target domain.
Formally, let E c (x; θ c ) be a function parameterized by θ c which maps a sentence x to a hidden representation h c representing features that are shared across domains. Let E p (x; θ p ) be a similar function which maps a sentence x to a hidden representation h p representing features that are private to each domain. G(h c ; θ g ) represents a domain-specific function, parameterized by θ g that maps from hidden representations h to the domain-specific predictionsŷ.
The goal of training is to minimize the following loss with respect to parameters = {θ c , θ p , θ g }:
where α, β, and γ are factors that trade-off different loss terms. We will introduce these loss functions in detail in the following sections.
A. FEATURE REPRESENTATION LEARNING
Exploring long short-term dependencies of sentences has been proven effective for natural language processing tasks [27] , [28] . In this section, we start with introducing how to use long short-term memory network (LSTM) [29] to learn feature representations. A formal definition of the LSTM is as the following equation set.
The c t is the cell state and h t is the hidden state. The W ( * ) and U ( * ) are the weight parameters, and b ( * ) is the bias.
denotes the element-wise multiplication. We regard the output vector in the last hop as the feature, and feed it to a softmax layer for classification. The model is trained in a supervised manner by minimizing the cross entropy error of text classification, whose loss function is given below, where C means all training instances, L is the label set of whether the input sentence contains consumption intention (or positive/negative sentiment), (x s , y s ) and (x t , y t ) means the sentence-label pairs. We only use a small number of annotated data to fine-tune the full connected layer of the target domain.
p l (x s , y s ) and p l (x t , y t ) are the probabilities of predicting (x s , y s ) and (x t
B. DIFFERENCE LOSS LEARNING
To ensure the separation of private and shared feature representations to be reasonable, following [9] , on the one hand, we joint the private and shared features to build a classification model on each source domain for obtaining a good performance. On the other hand, we learn the difference loss to encourage orthogonality between the private and the shared feature space. p , respectively. Note that, since we do not have sufficient annotated data for the target domain, we cannot guarantee the reasonable separation feature representations of the target domain. Hence, we do not split the feature space of the target domain. We use the adversarial loss to encourage the shared hidden representations to be as similar as possible.
C. ADVERSARIAL TRAINING
The shared feature space stores the common knowledge learned from the source domains and the target domain, which is used to improve not only the classification performance of the target domain but also the classification performances of the source domains. Hence, we should guarantee the shared feature space containing more sharable features and no domain-specific information. That is, predictions should be made based on sharable features that cannot discriminate between the source domains and the target domain.
To achieve this goal, we involve a Gradient Reversal Layer (GRL) [26] and a domain classifier trained to predict the domain producing the hidden representations. The GRL has no parameters associated with it. During the forward 40326 VOLUME 7, 2019 propagation, the GRL acts as an identity transformation. During the backpropagation however, the GRL takes the gradient from the subsequent level and changes its sign, i.e., multiplies it by −1, before passing it to the preceding layer. The domain classifier F(h c ; θ d ) →d parameterized by θ d maps a shared feature hidden representation h c to a domain label d ∈ {s 1 , s 2 , t}. In the adversarial training, given a sentence, θ d is optimized to make a correct classification on the type of domain, while θ c is trained to mislead F as far as possible. Formally, L adv is defined as:
where d j i ∈ {s 1 , s 2 , t} is the ground truth domain label for instance i. In general, we maximize the cross entropy for domain classification with respect to θ d , meanwhile minimizing it with respect to θ c .
D. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
All the models were implemented using PyTorch and were trained with Stochastic Gradient Descent plus momentum. The length of the word embedding we use for this task is 100d. We take the hyperparameters which achieve the best performance on the development set via a small grid search over combinations of the batch size ∈ {16, 64, 256}, learning rate ∈ {0.001, 0.01, 0.1}, α = 0.01, β = 0.05 and γ = 1. In our implementation, we set the size of hidden states of LSTM as 100 and initialize all other parameters by default.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We compare MDANet with state-of-the-art domain adaptation baselines on two standard NLP tasks, i.e., sentiment analysis and consumption intention identification.
A. DATA DESCRIPTION
We collected a large-scale microblog corpus for training initial word embedding from Sina Weibo. The corpus contains 20 million posts, 76 million sentences and 1.3 billion words.
To evaluate the effectiveness and robustness of our proposed approach, we use two different NLP domain adaptation datasets, i.e., sentiment analysis corpus [30] and consumption intention corpus [4] . We will introduce the details of datasets in the followings.
The dataset used for sentiment domain adaptation is the Amazon product review corpus collected by [30] , which contains product reviews in four domains, i.e., Book (B), DVD (D), Electronics (E), and Kitchen (K). Each domain contains 1,000 positive and 1,000 negative reviews as well as a large number of unlabeled samples are included. The detailed statistics of this corpus are shown in Table 1 . In MDANet, we use 1,600 labeled training instances of each source domain, 1,600 unlabeled training instances of the target domain and 200 labeled training instances of the target domain for fine-tuning the model. But we use 1,600 labeled and all unlabeled data shown in Table 1 for training conventional single domain adaptation baseline methods.
The task of consumption intention identification from social media texts is first proposed by [3] , which is of great interests to product/service providers, such as public company, government, or non-profit institutions, to help them better understand their potential customers and thus improve their offerings or advertising strategy to the general public. A sentence with consumption intention means that it can explicitly or implicitly indicate that the individual may want to purchase some specific products or services. To our knowledge, there is no public corpus for evaluating the task of domain adaptive consumption intention identification. Hence, we constructed a manually annotated sub corpus, which contains five domains (Phone domain datasets are from [31] ), i.e., Movie (M), Booking Air Tickets (A), Booking Train Tickets (T), Phone (P) and Computer (C). Table 2 lists the examples of positive and negative instances in these domain datasets. Detail statistics of training, development and test sets are shown in Table 3 . In MDANet, we only use 1,500 labeled training instances of each source domain, 1,500 unlabeled training instances of the target domain and 200 labeled training instances of the target domain for fine-tuning the model. But use all annotated data shown in Table 3 for training conventional single domain adaptation baseline methods. For all sentences in our data, two annotators are asked to annotate whether it contains user consumption intention. The agreement between our two annotators, measured using Cohen's Kappa Coefficient [32] , is substantial (kappa = 0.74 for consumption intention identification). The annotated dataset will be publicly released.
We evaluate our model across the 12 transfer combinations for sentiment domain adaptation and 30 transfer combinations for adaptive consumption intention identification:
C and so on.
B. BASELINE METHODS
We compare with both conventional domain adaptation methods and multi-domain learning methods on two domain adaptation datasets. Details of baseline methods are introduced as follows.
1) SCL [30] : Conventional domain adaptation model uses structural corresponding learning on the task of sentiment classification. 2) SFA [33] : Conventional domain adaptation model uses spectral feature alignment on the task of sentiment classification. 3) CIMM [3] : The low and middle layers' parameters of CNN are directly transferred from the source domain to the target domain, the high layer's parameters are fine-tuned by little annotated target domain data. This method is used in the conventional domain adaptation framework. As this approach is mainly tuned for adaptive consumption intention identification, we do not compare with it on the sentiment domain adaptation dataset. 4) DANN [34] : CNN is used as the basic text classification model, transferring deep features by augmenting CNN with a new gradient adaptation layer. This method is used in the conventional domain adaptation framework. 5) DAN [35] : CNN is used as the basic text classification model, and Maximum Mean Discrepancy MMD) is used to transfer task-specific layer's parameters from the source domain to the target domain. This method is used in the conventional domain adaptation framework. 6) AMN [36] : An end-to-end adversarial memory network for cross-domain sentiment classification, which can automatically capture the pivots using an attention mechanism. As this approach is mainly tuned for sentiment domain adaptation, we do not compare with it on the consumption intention identification dataset. Since [37] used more training data (5600 instances), which is not a publicly available dataset, we cannot compare with it in this paper. 7) DACI [4] : Tree-LSTM is used as the basic text classification model, and tree kernel based MMD is used to transfer task-specific layer's parameters from the source domain to the target domain. This method is used in the conventional domain adaptation framework. 8) MDNet [6] : MDNet is composed of shared layers and multiple branches of domain-specific layers, in which each domain is trained in the network iteratively to obtain generic target representations in the shared layers. MDNet is a state-of-the-art multi-domain learning method.
C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1) COMPARING WITH CONVENTIONAL DOMAIN ADAPTATION
We first train MDANet on the source domains and the target domain to learn the private and shared feature representations, and then apply them to the source domains and the target domain. Table 4 shows the classification accuracy (%) of the single domain adaptation baseline systems as well as our approach on two datasets. Note that, for each target domain, the classification accuracy is the average score of all domain adaptation pairs.
, where Acc ij is the transferring accuracy from the source domain i to the target domain j and N i is the number of source domains. Since conventional single domain adaptation methods can only improve the performance of the target domain, we only show the classification accuracy of the target domain on Table 4 . From the experimental results, we can make the following observations.
(1) Comparing with SFA and SCL, MDANet achieved dramatically better performance, suggesting that deep neural network based methods can outperform conventional transfer learning methods by a large margin. This is mainly because deep neural networks can learn feature representations that capture underlying factors, a subset of which may be relevant for several particular domains [38] . Such representations can effectively establish domain adaptation.
(2) MDANet also outperformed CNN, which directly transfers features from the source domain to the target domain. This confirms that while general features can generalize to other domains, specific features tailored to the domain cannot help bridge the domain discrepancy. Our approach can effectively split domain private and shared feature spaces via adversarial training strategy and orthogonality constraints. Using the shared feature representations, our approach can dramatically improve the classification performance.
(3) MDANet achieved better performance than DAN. MMD can explicitly reduce the domain discrepancy between the source domain and the target domain, so that it can effectively enhance feature transferability in NLP tasks, especially in consumption intention identification. Comparing with DAN, MDANet can learn more domain information from different source domains, which is useful for improving the performance of the target domain. Moreover, we only use 1,500 training instances from each source domain, which greatly reduces the need for training data of source domains.
(4) Comparing between MDANet and DANN, MDANet also achieved better performance. Both MDANet and DANN use gradient reversal layer in the framework to encourage domain-invariant features to emerge in the course of the optimization. However, MDANet can directly and explicitly discriminate domain private and shared feature representations, compared to DANN.
(5) Most baseline methods cannot achieve consistently good performance over all transferring pairs. This is mainly because there is a large domain discrepancy between some domains. People may express their needs with different language patterns in different domains, which exacerbates domain discrepancy. Hence, baseline methods can achieve good performance on transferring pairs with small domain discrepancy, such as T → A and P → C; but the performance significantly drops with large domain discrepancy, such as M → A, M → T. However, MDANet can boost the performances on all transferring tuples. (6) Comparing between MDANet and MDANet [without fine-tuning], MDANet achieved dramatically better performance. It is not surprisingly that with small number of labeled data MDANet can achieve a large improvement. We argue that even without fine-tuning, MDANet still can obtain a comparable performance.
2) COMPARING WITH MULTI-DOMAIN LEARNING MODEL
The advantage of multi-domain learning is that the knowledge transferring between the source domain and the target domain can be two-way Source ↔ Target. It means that our framework can not only improve the performance of the target domain but also benefit for boosting the performance of source domains. Hence, we do not need so many labeled data from a single source domain. Instead, we only need a small number of labeled data from multiple source domains, which is easier to collect. Meanwhile, we can achieve comparable performances to the source domains with large amount of annotated data.
To evaluate the transferability of our learned shared feature representations, we compare MDANet with MDNet [6] , which focuses on the problem of Visual Tracking. We reimplement MDNet on our task of consumption intention identification and sentiment analysis. Experimental results are shown in Table 5 . We can find that our approach achieve better performances on two source domains and the target domain comparing with MDNet. MDNet can separate domain-independent information from domain-specific one, to capture shared representations effectively. Our approach share the same fundamental idea with MDNet. However, based on adversarial training and orthogonality constraints we can guarantee that our shared feature representations are more pure than MDNet, which is the main reason that MDANet can achieve better performance than MDNet.
3) COMPARING WITH FULLY SUPERVISED MODEL
To clearly show the improvement of source domains in MDANet and measure how much gap is narrowed between MDANet and the fully-supervised model, we compare MDANet with MDNet and LSTM. Experimental results are shown in Table 6 . For each domain, such as M, we show its average experimental result (Avg) and the best experimental result (Max) when it is used as the source domain and the target domain, respectively. As shown in Table 6 , comparing the performances of the source domain, we can find that MDANet achieved better performance than MDNet and fully-supervised model (LSTM). This is mainly because we can use more knowledge to train the classification model of the source domain in MDANet. In addition, comparing the performances of the target domain, we can find that the gap between MDANet and fully-supervised model is very small. It means even VOLUME 7, 2019 TABLE 5. Experimental results of comparing with MDNet. We select three domains as transferring tuples, in which two domains are used as the source domains and the other is used as the target domain. The best results are in bold. The goal of MDANet is to improve the performances of both the source domains and the target domain.
TABLE 6.
Experimental results of comparing with MDNet and the fully-supervised model. Each domain can be used as the source domain and the target domain, and we can obtain its average and the best experimental results, respectively. The goal of MDANet is to improve the performances of both the source domain and the target domain.
though we only use a small number of labeled data MDANet, we can achieve comparable performance with fully-supervised model.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a multi-domain adversarial neural network for text classification tasks. The architecture takes the benefits of both domain adaptation and multi-task learning. The model explicitly separates the domain-private feature space and the domain-shared feature space. Adversarial training strategy is used to ensure the shared feature representations are similar, while orthogonality constraints enable private and shared feature representations dissimilar. Experiments on two standard NLP domain adaptation datasets show that our model can achieve dramatically better performances compared with state-of-the-art baseline methods. Our proposed framework is general enough to be applied to more scenarios. XIAO 
